


Newest cordless technology offers mobility, comfort and guarantees freedom
of movement and highest efficiency in office and contact center everyday life.

 DW-770 Wireless Headset

DW-770

Efficiency :
Noise cancelling microphone and high end speaker
offer highest audio quality. High range, long talk
times, an audio connection for external recording
and an optional remote call pick-up function round
the efficiency of this cordless premium class
headsets impressively off.

Flexibility :
The true cordless DW-770 capativates by mobility
and comfort owing to newest cordless technology!
It offers additional freedom of movement and
increases thereby the efficiency in the modern
office and contact center everyday life.

Performance :
The DW-770 offers investment security by smooth
change between telephone and PC us, thus ideally
also for VoIP applications!
DASAN cordless headsets are switable for most
telephone types so that you can also use your
DW-770 if you change your phone.

Headband type

Neckband type

Earhook type

Feature :
-. Connect to both Phone/VoIP - Switch from base unit
   (for VoIP is option)
-. DSST "Digital Spread Spectrum Technology"
-. Works with any fixed line corded phone
-. 3 wearing styles as standard over ear hook / neck band
   / surefit headband
-. Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
-. Noise Cancelling Microphone
-. Mic mute & Receiving volume controls on headset
-. 8~9 hours talktime
-. Fast battery recharge
-. Optional 2nd battery for up to 16~18 hours talktime
-. Extensive 100M range
-. Incoming call notification
-. On-call illumination
-. Paging button on base unit
-. Optional handset lifter

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Shock Protection are natural
with the DW-770 and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.

Remote cal pick-up : With the optional remote handset lifter (DL-570L)
you remain attainable also off the desk.
Hereby conversations can be accepted and terminated by the distance.

DL-570L



 Comfort Bluetooth Headset DA-579BT

Latest Bluetooth Technology for professional use.

The FreeMate DA-579BT is the new DASAN ELECTRON cordless comfort
Bluetooth headset for high-end requirements.

When mobile phones repalce the ordinary phones at the office, comfortable and
ergonomic solutions are needed for those who spend long hours on the phone.
The FreeMate DA-579BT is such a solution and meets these requirements.
It is first choice in sound quality, wearing comfort and durability.

Ready for VoIP. As an accessory there is an USB Bluetooth donle for PC
available. With this dongle you can commect the FreeMate DA-579BT to a
computer and use it as an audio device for VoIP applications for example Skype.

Ready for Multi-pairing. The FreeMate DA-579BT can be paired with more than
one Bluetooth device, e.g. with your office mobile phone and your PC. So you
are able to use it e.g. for incoming calls with your mobile phone and for outgoing
calls with your computer. Although you can use it with your GSM mobile phone
when leaving the office.

DA-579BT
with charging stand

Dongle

Features :
-. Bluetooth version 2.0 with "Multi Pairing" possibility and
   optimised audio quality
-. Up to 7 hours stand by time
-. Up to 10M working range around your Bluetooth device
-. Noise Cancelling Microphone to reduce background noises
-. Convenient volume control and mute button
-. Answer button
-. Last number redial
-. Acoustic signal when "Battery empty"
-. Adjustable head-hand and soft ear-cushion for outstanding
   wearing comfort
-. Charging stand with LED charging status indication
-. Optional Bluetooth USB Dongle for VoIP over PC.

DA-579BT



 Headset series DH-07T

Smart performance with an excellent durability and an
unbeatable cost-performance ratio

Feature :
-. Decent and light
-. Flexible boom ar for an optimal microphone positioning
   and long durability
-. Acoustic Shock Prodction
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. High-quality Speaker for a clear sound and omni directonal microphone
-. Leatherette ear cushion, clothing clip and Microphoen windscreen
-. Soft head hand T-bar (DH-07T) for a comfortable wearing style

Compatibility :
The DH-07T includes a coiled cord with RJ plug
ready to use for desk phones.

DH-07T DH-07U

DH-07TB
Binaural version

Performance :
The DH-07T is characterised by durability and an unbeatable cost-
performance ratio and is therefore suited for the long office everyday life.

Efficiency :
The DH-07T is equipped with a flexible microphone boom arm for an
optimal positioning and a long durability.
The omni directional microphone and the high-quality speaker distinguish
this headset of the economy class

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Shock Protection are natural with the DH-07T
and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.



 Headset series DH-09T

Best durability for the hard office and call center use

DH-09T

Performance :
The DH-09T serie is an extremely durable headset for
demanding use in office and call center.
The large ear cushion blocks surrounding noise
outstanding.

Compatibility :
You receive the DH-09T alternatively with DASAN, PLX
and GN QD. Appropriate cords are optionally available
with RJ, 2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

Efficiency :
The DH-09T is equipped with a flexible microphone boom arm for
an optimal positioning and long durability.
The Noise Cancelling microphone and the high and receiver
distinguish this headset of the business class.

Feature :
-. Robust, compactly and extremely durable
-. Large ear cushion
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling Mircophone for surrounding noise reduction
-. High end receiver for "pure" hearing
-. Foam ear cushion, dress-clammy and microphone wind protection

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the DH-09T
and offers you security for a "protected" telephone call.

DH-09TB

Compatibility :
The DH-09T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DASAN, PLX and GN QD

RJ-11/RJ-9

2.5mm/3.5mm plug

USB plug



Extra light 2-in-1 convertible headset with three wearing options, with headband,
and three different ear-hooks for a flexible use in offices and contact centers.

 Headset series DH-011T

Efficiency :
The DH-011T is equipped with a flexible microphone boom
arm for an optimal positioning and long durability.
The Noise Cancelling Microphone, the high-end speakers and
best materials distinguish this headset of the premium class.

Feature :
-. Flexible and extra light
-. Three wearing options
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling Microphone for background noise reduction
-. High-end Speaker for a clear sound
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushion, clothing clip and
    microphone windscreen
-. Soft headband T-bar (DH-011T) for a comfortable wearing style

Flexibility :
The DH-011T captivaties by its extra light wearing
comfort, the three wearing options, e.g. with an
extra thin ear-hook ideal for wearer of glass,
and best materials.
It is therefore suited for the modern and flexible office
and contact centres everyday life.

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the DH-011T
and offers you security for a "protected" telephone call.

Compatibility :
You receive the DH-011T alternatively with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DH-011TB
Binaural version

DH-011T

Ear hook type



Performance :
The DH-015T is characterised by durability and  an optimal
cost-performance ratio and is therefore suited for the long
office and contact center everyday life.
The DH-015TB (Binaural Headset) offers even Stereo quality!

 Headset series DH-015T

Professional performance with excellent durability
and an optimal cost-performance ratio

Efficiency :
The DH-015T is equipped with a flexible microphone boom
arm for an optimal positioning and long durability.
The Noise Cancelling microphone and Noise Reduction
speaker distinguish this headset of the business class.

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the DH-015T
and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.

Feature :
-. Stylish, compact and light
-. Dynamic Stereo Headset (DH-015TB)
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling microphone for background noise reduction
-. Noise Reduction speaker for a clear sound
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushion, clothing clip and
   Microphone windscreen
-. Soft headband T-bar (DH-015T) for a comfortable wearing style
-. Single-wire version

Compatibility :
The DH-015T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DH-015T

DH-015TB



Comfort and performance for professional use in office and contact centre
environment - available with four different microphone boom variants.

 Headset series DH-017T

Efficiency :
The DH-017T series is available in four different microphone
boom variants. Among it different microphone types there are
also noise cancelling models available for surrounding noise
reduction. For each operation the right headset model!

Performance :
The DH-017T series is characterised by comfort, security,
longevity and convinced with an outstanding comfort,
therefore it is suited for the long office and contact centre
every life.

Features :
-. Stylish, comfortable and dureable
-. Four different microphone arm variants available
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling microphone for surrounding noise reduction
   (DH-017TSN + TFN)
-. Large ear cushion
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushions, clothing clip and
   microphone windscreen
-. Soft headband T-bar (monaural versions) for pleasant comfort
-. Single-wire version

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the
DH-017T and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.

DH-017TFN
- with flexible boom and Noise
cancelling microphone

DH-017TP
- with transparent voice tube

DH-017TS
- with stainless steel voice tube

DH-017TSN
- with noise cancelling microphone

Compatibility :
The DH-017T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DH-017TSB

All variants also availble
as binaural version with
just one headset cord



Design, lightness and understatement. A perfect headset for the modern office

 Headset series DH-019T

Compatibility :
The DH-019T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

Features :
-. Stylish, decent and light
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. High-end speaker for "pure" hearing
-. Omni directional microphone (DH-019TS/P) or
   Noise cancelling microphone (DH-019TSN) to
   reduce surrounding noise
-. Clothing clip and microphone windscreen (DH-
019TSN)
-. Specific ear hook for best comfort

Efficiency :
The DH-019TS series is characterised by its special
design, Lightness, perfect fit and pure understatement.
The ideal companion for an easy-going work.

Performance :
The DH-019TS is equipped with a high-grade steel
microphone arm for a decent occurrence and a
long durability.
The moni directional micropone (DH-019TS/P).
the noise cancelling microphone (DH-019TSN) and
the high-quality hspeaker distinguishes this
headset  of the business class.

DH-019TS

DH-019TP

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are
natural with the DH-019TS and offers security

for a "protected" telephone call.



Lightness and comfort in combination with three differnt microphone boom variants.
The ideal companion in office and call center environment.

 Headset series DH-021T

Performance :
The DH-021T series is characterised by lightness, perfect fit and
optimal comfort.
The large ear cushion guarantees a perfect communication.
The ideal companion for an easy-going work.

Efficiency :
The DH-021T  is alternatively equipped with a transparent voice
tube (DH-021TP), a high-grade steel voice tube (DH-021TS) or
with a flex-boom with Noise Cancelling microphone (DH-021TSN).
The omni directional microphone (DH-021TP/TS), the Noise
Cancelling microphone (DH-021TFN) and the high-quality speaker
distinguishes this headset of the business class.

Feature :
-. Stylish, compact and light
-. Large ear cushion
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. High-end speaker for "pure" hearing
-. Omni directional microphone (DH-021TP/TS) or Noise
   cancelling microphone (DH-021TFN) for surrounding
   noise reduction
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushions, clothing clip and
   microphone windscreen (DH-021TFN)
-. Soft headband T-bar for pleasant comfort

DH-021TS
- with stainless steel
  voice tube

DH-021TFN
- with flexibe microphone boom
and noise cancelling
microphone

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the
DH-021T and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.

DH-021TP

  - with transparent voice tube

Compatibility :
The DH-021T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DH-021TPB



Elegant convertible headset with different wearing styles, like over the head,
on the ear and behind the head, for a pleasant wearing comfort.

 Headset series DH-023T

Efficiency :
The DH-023T is
equipped with a
flexible microphone
boom arm for an
optimal positioning
and long durability.
The Noise Cancelling
microphone and the
Noise Reduction
speaker distinguish
this headset of the
premium class.

Flexibility :
The DH-023T captivates by its light wearing comfort, the
convertibility into different wearing styles and an extremely
innovative design. It is therefore suited for modern office and
contact centers everyday life.

Feature :
-. Stylish and light
-. Three wearing styles
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphone Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling microphone for background noise reduction
-. Noise Reduction speaker for a clear sound
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushion, clothing clip
-. Soft headband T-bar (DH-023T) for a comfortable wearing style
-. Single-wire version

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the
DH-023T and offers security for a "protected" telephone call.

Compatibility :
The DH-023T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

DH-023T

DH-023TB



High-end convertible headset with two wearing styles, like over the head and
on the ear, for highest quality in offices and contact centers.

 Headset series DH-025T

Highest Quality :
The DH-025T captivates by its light wearing comfort, the
convertibility into two wearing styles of the monaural version and
highest acoustical quality. It is therefore suited for modern office
and contact centers everdday li fe.

Compatibility :
You receive the DH-025T alternatively with DASAN, PLX
and GN QD. Appropriate cords are optionally available with
RJ, 2.5mm/3.5MM Stereo and USB plugs.

Efficiency :
The DH-025T is equipped with a stainless steel microphone
boom arm for an optimal positioning and a Noise Cancelling
Microphoen for background noise reduction. The high-grade
acoustic components distinguish this headset of the premium
class.

Feature :
-. Decent, light and comfortable
-. Two wearing styles
-. Acoustic Shock Protection
-. Microphoen Anti Static Shock Protection
-. Noise Cancelling Mircrophone for background noise reduction
-. Noise Reduction Speaker for a clear sound
-. Leatherette and foam ear cushion, clothing clip and Microphone
    windscreen
-. Soft headband T-bar (DH-025T) for a comfortable wearing style
-. Single-wire version (DH-025TB)

Compatibility :
The DH-025T is available with DASAN, PLX and GN QD.
Appropriate cords are optionally available with RJ-11/9,
2.5mm/3.5mm and USB plugs.

Security : Acoustic Shock and Anti Static Protection are natural with the
DH-025T and offers you security for a "protected" telephone call.

DH-025T

DH-025TB

Ear hook type



The multipurpose amplifiers of the DA-275 series offer hightest comfort for telephone
applications in call centers, offices or at home working places characterised by an easy
installation. Designed with many useful functions, compactly, functionally and long-lived.

Compatibly with almost all telephones present on the market.

 Multipurpose amplifier series DAX-275

Feature :
-. Volume control
-. Sound level control for an optimal sound
-. Digital sound precessor for the reduction of distrubing
    background noises (DAX-275DSP)
-. Headset/Handset switch
-. Telephone/PC switch (DA-275)
-. On-line indicator
-. Headset hanger
-. Battery low announcement
-. Audio plug for external recording
-. Extreme low battery consumption, 2*AA batteries, optionally power supply
-. Adjustment possibilities for almost al telephone and headset types present on the mark.

DAX-275

DA-275
The multipurpose amplifier
with sound level control for
VoIP applications with
switching possibility between
telephone and PC.

DA-275IP
Specially designed for Digital & IP
Phone and reduce a noise significantly.
Innovative background noise reduction
with 5,000 hours of a battery life.

DAX-275DSP
The innovative digital multi-purpose amplifier with DSP steered
background noise suppression for high and applications.

Option
AC/DC power adapter



The multipurpose amplifiers of the DA-475 offer comfort and safety for telephone
applications  in contact centers, offices and at home working places.

The DA-475 series is  characterused by an easy installation.
Desighed with many useful functions, compactly, functionally and long-live.

Compatible with almost all telephones present on the market.

 Multipurpose amplifier series DA-475

Feature :
-. 85dB(A) speaker limitation (DA-475EU)
-. Volume control
-. Headset/Handset selection switch
-. Microphone mute switch
-. Busy indicator
-. Headset hanger
-. Battery empty announcement
-. Audio jack for external recording
-. Extreme low battery consumption (2*AA batteries)
-. Optionally AC/DC power adapter available
-. Adjustment possibilities for almost al telephone and headset types

DA-475

                                Option
AC/DC power adapter          Stand for DA-475

DA-475S

DA-475
The multi-talent among the multipurpose amplifiers with a
convincing cost-performance ratio.

DA-475EU
Related to the European Union Guideline 2003/10/EG "Noise
protection on working places" with a noise limitation of 85dB(A)

DA-475S
Multipurpose amplifier for direct connection of a headseton
analogue port. (Single-line)

Adjustment possibilities for almost
all telephone and headset type

Interfaces for handset,
heaset and power adapter

Dip switched to adjust the
DA-475 series



 DA-202 Headset Telephone

The headset telephone FreeMate DA-202 is a completely independent
analogue  headset telephone which relieves your working day.

Feature :
-. Receiving volume control
-. Transmission volume control
-. Tone controller to quality low and high sound
-. Mute switch for temporary call suspension
-. Last number redial
-. Flash
-. Repeat dial
-. Simultaneous call selection
-. Extension jack to the other phone and modem
-. Recording jack for external recorder
-. LED light in use
-. Mute switch (LED light)

Full hands-free productons with headsets .
With unique design, you can talk on the phone,
take note and works with PC simultaneously.

High quality receiving sound by adopting
AMS IC chip

Most enduralbe On/Off switch approved by
50,000 times switching

DA-202

DAX-202
Both headset and handset use



 DA-203 Headset Telephone with display

The headset telephone FreeMate DA-203 is a completely independent analogue
 headset telephone which relieves your working day.

Make a phone, make notes and work at the same time at your PC ;
with the FreeMate DA-203 no problem!

Feature :
-. Volume control
-. Sound control for the regulation of high and deep tones
-. Microphoe mute switch
-. Re-dialling of the last called number
-. Flash key for internal call forwarding on PBX's
-. Call selection
-. Interface for headset, handset an additional telephone or modem
-. Interface for external recording
-. Inline indicator
-. Recording of the last 60 arriving and 10 outgoing call numbers
-. Recall function
-. Date and time announcement
-. Announcement of the last called number
-. Announcement of the receiving call number (Caller ID)
-. Storage of date and time of the received calls
-. Headset hanger
-. 3*AAA batteries required
-. Handset optionally
-. Individual headset optionally

High quality sound owing to intergrated AMS IC chip!
Extremely durable on/off button on 50,000 cycles tested!



 DA-207 Headset Telephone

The headset telephone FreeMate DA-207 is a completely independent
analogue  headset telephone which relieves your working day.

Feature :
-. Two headset jacks for agent and
   supervisor
-. Flash time adjustment switch
-. Receiving volume control
-. Transmission volume control
-. Tone controller to quality low and
    high sound
-. Mute swtich for temporary call suspension
-. Last number redial
-. Simultaneous call selection
-. Extension jack to the other phone
    and modem
-. Recording jack for external recorder
-. Mute switch (LED light) for agent or
    supervisor
-. Flash / -. Repeat dial / -. LED light in use

DA-207

Specially designed for telemarketor working for
all day long to feel soft touch of dial pad with
adapting computer key-pad concept.
Also, no need separate training cord since there
are two headset  jacks for agent and supervior

Full hands-free productons with headsets .
With unique design, you can talk on the phone,
take note and works with PC simultaneously.

High quality receiving sound by adopting
AMS IC chip

Most enduralbe On/Off switch approved by
50,000 times switching

DAH-207
Automatic/Manual call receiving selection switch



 DA-201 Handset Amplifier

The FreeMate DA-201 handset amplifier increases the speaker volume up to 50%!
The FreeMate DA-201 is ideally for very loud environments,

bad line qualities and particularly for deaf people.
The FreeMate DA-201 is compatibly with

almost all telephones present on the market and easy to install!

Feature :
-. Variable volume control
-. Easy installation between telephone and handset
-. Battery durability up to 4,000 hours
-. Adjustment switches for most telephones
-. Battery change announcement

DA-201



The multipurpose connection box for an easy headset connection on telephones.

 Headset/Handset connection box DA-271

Feature :
-. Headset/Handset switch
-. Independent adjustment by automatic microphone +/- termination
-. Headset microphone adjustment for an optimal speech quality
-. 2 headset ports, e.g. for training purposes or for "mornitoring"
-. Microphone mute alternatively for headset 1, headset 2 or both
-. Audio plug for external recording
-. Headset hanger
-. No batteries or power supply necessary

Flexibility :
The FreeMate DA-271/DA-271EU headset connection box makes
it easy to connect up to 2 headsets with RJ plugs (4/4 western plug)
on one telephone.
By the automatic microphone +/- direction installation of a headset on
individial telephone is absolutely uncomplicated. You can select at
any time, also during a telephone call, between handset and headset.

Compatibility :
The FreeMate DA-271/DA-271EU headset/handset connection
box is compatible with most headsets and telephones, with RJ plug
(4/4 Western plug).

Security :
The FreeMate DA-271EU headset/handset connection box
corresponds to the European Union guideline 2003/10/EG
"Noise protection on working place" with a noise limitation of
85dB(A) and contributes thus to an active health prevention at
telephone working places.

Efficiency :
The efficiency of the FreeMate DA-271/DA-271EU headset/handset
connection box unusual for this price class. Features you do not
even find in high-priced amplifier boxes of other manufacturer are
integrated by DASAN ELECTRON into the headset/handset
connection box FreeMate DA-271/DA-271EU, and this to an
unbeatable cost-performance ratio.

DA-271

             DA-171
Headset/Handset selection switch



NEVER MORE DISTURBED WHEN TELEPHONING!
An ingenious and useful accessories for your telephone working

places equipped with headsets!
Now you can make telephone calls without to being disturbed!

 On-Line-Indicator DI-10S / DI-10L

DASAN ELECTRONS FreeMate on-line indicator is simply attached to your telephone.
If you use your headset a lamp shines at the on-line indicator and signals to your colleagues
 that you are in a conversation.

Compatible with most telephone :
  * Analogue telephones
  * Digital telehones
  * IP telephones
  * Softphones
The FreeMate on-line indicator is compatible with all corded and cordless headset models.
The FreeMate on-line indicator is simle to install.
The FreeMate on-line indicator offers to you an additional headset hanger.
The FreeMate on-line indicator is available as monitor version (DI-10S) and table version (DI-10L).
The FreeMate on-line indicator consists of a high-grade steel/plastic combination.

The FreeMate on-line indicator offers to you :
  * Relaxing conversations
  * Full concentration
  * No disturbances while you are talking on the phone

See if your colleagues are in converation! It is very simple :
On-line indicator shines = Please do not disturb
On-line indicator off = Free

DI-10S


